
Preparing You For Your Education Session: 

Post 16: Field Study Skills 

Duration: 3 hours (10:30 - 13:30; 11:30 - 14:30; 12:30 - 15:30) 

Meeting Point: Schools meeting point (Field Study Skills) located before penguin enclosure. 

Session content: 

Students will participate in activities focusing on 

both random and systematic sampling 

techniques. Data collected will be used to record 

the presence/absence of a species and to 

calculate percentage cover for each species. 

Students will also get to use the latest digital 

equipment to record abiotic factors. Results will 

be recorded into ZSL datasheets which can be 

further analysed back in school/college with ZSL 

supported resources. 

Suggested classroom activity (for before or after your visit) 

Before: 

 Read the Student Data Pack before your visit to familiarise yourself with the activities your students  will  be 

participating in on the day. All students should have the data packs to bring with them on the day.  

 

Before/After: 

 Encourage wildlife in your school/college grounds by building bug hotels. 

 Use the Lincoln Index to measure population sizes of individual animal species. Follow the instructions on 

the reverse of this page. 

 

 

During the session students will: 

 Investigate the distribution and abundance of                 

organisms using both quadrats and transects  

 Use digital equipment to measure abiotic                    

factors  

 Compare management techniques on two different 

chalk grassland habitats  

 Calculate Simpsons Diversity Index  

 

 

Curriculum links (2015 onwards): 

AQA AS/A2 Biology: 3.4.6 - Biodiversity within a community; 3.7.4—Populations in ecosystems (A2 only). 

Edexcel Biology A: Biodiversity and Natural Resources - Topic 5 - On the wild side: 5.1; 5.2; Core Practical 10. 

OCR Biology A (A2) - 4.2.1 - Biodiversity i, ii. 

Using the Zoo to support this session: 

The photocopiable worksheet on the reverse of this page supports students understanding on measuring                  

population sizes using The Lincoln Index (capture-mark-recapture method).  

While at the zoo students can do the following activities: 

At ZSL Whipsnade Zoo we monitor and record native species onsite. You can help us by recording (and if                

possible photograph) any native species seen when walking around the Zoo. Let us know what you’ve seen by 

emailing us at whipsnadenativespecies@zsl.org  



The Lincoln Index (capture-mark-recapture) 

The Lincoln Index allows conservationists to estimate population sizes of individual animal species. Individuals are captured, 

marked, released back into the population and recaptured. Results are then put into an equation to give a population                   

estimate. 

The equation is as follows: 

                                                Number of individuals first           X            Number of animals captured 
                                                  marked and released (n1)                              in second sample (n2) 
   Total Population (N) =                                                                                          

                                                                                    Number of marked animals 
                                                                                          in second sample (n3) 

 

Estimating population size of woodlice (method): 

1) Students measure an area of 10m². Note: The size of the area can be larger or smaller depending on the                        

number of students in the class. An area of 10m² is suitable for a class of 30 students. 

2) Looking under logs etc. students collect as many woodlice they can find in five minutes. Woodlice should be collected using 

spoons and placed into suitable containers (e.g. margarine tubs). 

3) Record the total number of woodlice collected.  

4) Paint a red spot on the back of each woodlouse using non-toxic soluble paint.  

5) Place woodlice back where they were found. 

6) After 1-2 hours go back to the same original location and collect as many woodlice you can find in 5 minutes (marked/

unmarked). 

7) Record the number of individuals captured including the number of marked woodlice recaptured. 

8) Put data into the Lincoln Index equation above to estimate population size. 

Assumptions: 

 The population must have a finite boundary. 

 The population should not alter as a result of births and deaths, or immigration or emigration to or from the popula-

tion in the study area, in the study period. 

Important points: 

 Use non-toxic soluble paint. The paint will wash away within a few hours. 

 Carefully pick up woodlice using spoons.  

 Make sure all woodlice are placed back where they’re found. 
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